
Reader review: 
 
What aspect/s of hacking does this bibliography cover? After reading the draft, do you 
know what viewpoint each source is advocating? 
 
Does the author explain the connections between the different sources? How about 
similarities and differences amongst the sources? Do the annotations stand alone with no 
discussion of the relationships between the sources? 
 
Does the writer integrate textual evidence well? Do they use quotations too much or too 
little? Is their explanation of quotations sufficient for you to understand their claim? (Cite 
one example of good use of textual evidence and one example that should be improved in 
revision.) 
 
Comment on the organization of the bibliography. Does the ordering of the sources make 
logical sense? Are they arranged by viewpoint, theme, or some other recognizable 
scheme? Or are they arranged randomly? 
 
Comment on the organization of the annotations. Is the progression of the author’s 
thoughts clear within each annotation? Are summary, evaluation and reflection easily 
discernible? Are any subsections missing or out of proportion? 
 
Are sentences choppy and repetitive, or overly long and wordy?  Is the writing 
appropriate for an academic paper in terms of word choice and formal tone? 
 
What do you think are the greatest strengths of this bibliography? What aspect of the 
paper do you think merits most attention in the revision process? 
 
 
Self-review: 
 
What do you think is the strongest part of your assignment, as it stands right now (50% 
draft)? 
 
What do you think is the weakest part of your paper, as it stands right now? 
 
Did any of your reviewer’s comments reflect observations you had already made about 
your work, either as you worked on it or while reading it today? 
 
Which of your reviewer’s comments have you decided to prioritize in reviewing your 
paper? Why? 
 
Which of your reviewer’s comments have you decided to disregard or defer in reviewing 
your paper? Why? 



 
Checklist 

This is not a rubric and these are not in any particular order! 
 
Attribute Source Weak OK Strong 
Citation -- full citation in a consistent and 
recognizable style for each source 

1    
2    
3    
4    

Summary -- clear, concise and impartial 
summary of the main points in each source 

1    
2    
3    
4    

Synthesis -- clear indication of each source’s 
relevance to the overall bibliography; 
connections between sources explained 

1    
2    
3    
4    

Evaluation -- discussion of merits of source, 
target audience, author expertise, etc. 

1    
2    
3    
4    

Organisation -- does the arrangement of 
sources make sense? Are the different 
sections of the annotations apparent?  

1    
2    
3    
4    

Balance -- are a variety of different viewpoints 
represented across the sources? Are the 
different sections of the annotations 
balanced? 

1    
2    
3    
4    

Clarity -- do the annotations make sense? Are 
you able to follow the author’s claims about 
the sources and their evaluation? Is it clear 
when the author is speaking and when the 
source is being paraphrased? 

1    
2    
3    
4    

Style -- does the writing flow or is it choppy? 
Are word choice and sentence construction 
varied or repetitive? Are there transitions 
between ideas? 

1    
2    
3    
4    

 


